The English lexicon has attained its present size, at least in part, by the creation of new words based on existing ones. In large measure this has involved the addition of prefixes and suffixes to existing words to create new ones having new meanings or nuances, but subtractive ways of using existing words to create new ones have also been used. Three closely-related types of such words - shortenings, blends and acronyms - are discussed below; in all three, a new word is created by taking letters in order from the original word or words. One can distinguish between shortenings and blends by noting that the former utilizes a group of consecutive letters contained in the original word, such as van for caravan or bra for brassiere, whereas the latter utilizes parts of two words, such as blotch = bl(ot + bUotch. Blends are ordinarily formed by taking the first few letters from one word and combining these with the last few letters from the other, but there are two limiting cases. In one, the first word is fully employed at the start of the blend; in the other, the last word is fully employed at the end. Finally, one can distinguish between blends and acronyms by noting that the former consist of words that can be taken in either order (for a notable example, consider liger = li(on + ti)ger, and tigon = tig(er + li)on), whereas acronyms are formed out of letters taken from conventional phrases that cannot be reversed. Usually, acronyms are built up from the first letter or letters in each word of the phrase, unlike blends which use terminal letters as well. Acronyms are distinguished from initialisms by the fact that the resulting concatenation of letters is pronounced as a word, such as veep for vice-president, not merely spelled out letter by letter, such as TV or DDT. Finally, acronyms are distinguished from abbreviations by the fact that the latter use letters from other parts of the word or words, such as Dr. for doctor. Acronyms, blends and shortenings all reflect the tendency of speakers and writers to encode commonly-used words and phrases in shorter forms to save time and paper in communicating.

Shortenings

As already noted, a shortening can be defined as a word produced by the dropping of part of a longer word or phrase. Almost always, the latter part of the word is dropped:

- ad(vertisement)
- blitz(krieg)
- chap(ion)
- cox(swain)
- bach(eior)
- bra(ssiere)
- chap(arajo)s
- deb(utante)
- bally(hoo)
- brig(antine)
- condo(minium)
- decal(comania)
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A few shortenings deal with phrases: (sodium) bicarbo-(tonate), coed-. (ucational student), gag-(ling gun), narc(otics agent), noncom(missioned officer), pub(lie house), Tam (o'Shanter), typo(graphical error), and zoo(logical garden).

In a small group of words, the first part is dropped:

- (alligator) (chrysanthemums) (hur)rah (telephone)
- (auto)giro (employment) (ice)berg (turnpike)
- (cara)van (helicopter) (o)possum (violin)cello

Less frequent, but nonetheless possible, is the creation of a new word from the middle portion of an existing one. The two commonest examples are (in)flu (enza) and (di)still(ery).

Any of these types of shortening can be combined with an ortho- graphic or phonetic alteration:

- ammo (ammunition) kook (cuckoo) prexy (president)
- bike (bicycle) middy (midshipman) rickshaw (jinrikisha)
- biz (show business) mike (microphone) rotor (rotator)
- bosun (boatswain) morfey (hermaphrodite) sarge (sergeant)
- brolly (umbrella) pants (pantaloons) strobe (stroboscope)
- carom (carambole) phiz (physiognomy) undies (underpants)
- cradle (cradle) pix (pictures) vibes (vibrations)
- frosh (freshman) pram (perambulator) whiz (wizard)

Hooch or hootch, a slang term for alcoholic liquor, derives, believe it or not, from Hoochinoo, or Hutsnuwu, the name of an Alaskan Indian tribe which made liquor.

More frequently than not, shortenings are used in informal speech and writing, while the parent words continue to be used for formal speech and writing. There are, of course, many exceptions. But whatever their origins, modes of usage, and process of formation, all shortenings share one thing in common, namely, they have achieved sufficient currency that lexicographers have felt compelled to include them as separate entries in English dictionaries. They
have, in short, achieved a life of their own.

Indeed, some shortenings are guilty of what one might humorously call lexical patricide. For example, every speaker of English knows the word bus, but relatively few are aware that it is merely a shortened form of omnibus. English dictionaries still carry an entry for omnibus, as a noun, defined as "an automotive public vehicle," but the word has disappeared from use except in its adjectival meaning, as in "the Senate passed an omnibus appropriation bill." In other cases, dictionaries no longer even list the antecedents of some shortenings. Brandywine and rumbullion, the antecedents of brandy and rum, are two good examples. And how many English speakers are aware that gammon, maítre d'hôtel, quack salver and rakehell are the original versions of, respectively, gam, maítre d', quack and rake? Another good example is taxi and cab, both shortenings of taxicab. But the latter itself, unbeknownst to most English speakers, is merely a shortening of taximeter cab, with cab, moreover, being a shortening of cabriolet. In other contexts, of course, cab is a shortening of cabin, as in truck cab.

As the above example demonstrates, some shortenings reflect two or more longer words or, to phrase it differently, two or more words may spawn the same shortening. Thus, gyro is synonymous with both gyrocompass and gyroscope; helio with both heliogram and heliograph; kilo with both kilogram and kilometer; quad with both quadrangle and quadruplet; perk with both perquisite and percolate; recap with recapitulate, recapitulation and recapped tire; rep with both reputation and representative; stereo with stereoscope, stereophonic reproduction and stereophonic sound system; sub with submarine. "Substitute and substratum; and van with skateboard and skawan." There are also others that could be cited. Coop, for example, stands for cooperative store, cooperative society or cooperative apartment, depending on context, while lube is the shortened form of both lubricant and lubrification. Porno, as a noun, stems from pornography, but, as an adjective, from pornographic. The theatrical term prop can reflect either property or property man, while steno is short for both stenography and stenographer. On the other hand, a single English word may spawn two different shortenings. Beside the previously-mentioned taxicab, the two that leap to mind are oleomargarine, which has produced both oleo and margarine, and musk elunge, giving us muskie and lunge.

Blends

Blends, or what Lewis Carroll dubbed portmanteau words, are words formed of parts of two (sometimes, three or more) other words. Carroll, for example, suggested slithy, meaning both slimy and lithe, but it never took hold and is not to be found in any English dictionary or, at least, in any that I consulted. Over the centuries, however, many blends have taken hold, especially verbs, including some that are in the vocabulary of most English speakers:
A perusal of an unabridged dictionary will reveal more esoteric examples:

- **blot** + **otch**
- **brack** + **fast** + **lunch**
- **chunk** + **lu** + **ump**
- **clap** + **punge**
- **flash** + **gush**
- **flame** + **glare**
- **fling** of **cabin**
- **food** + **example**
- **frank** + **ish**
- **frankish**
- **Frankish**
- **American**
- **Beefalo** Association
- **Beefalo**
- **Beefalo**
- **catt** + **lemon**
- **car** + **tangerine**
- **car** + **tangerine**
- **garlic** + **onion**
- **liver** + **r**

Another relevant blend, although it seems not yet to have appeared in any dictionary – at least it does not appear in those that I consulted – is **beefalo**, from **bee** + **buffalo**. But although lexicographers may not yet have recognized it, the word is undeniably well established in English. There exist, for example, an American Beefalo Association, founded in 1975, with headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky, with 950 members who owned 25,000 head as of January 1982; an International Beefalo Breeders Registry, headquartered in Stockton, California; and a World Beefalo Association,
also headquartered in Stockton (see New York Times, 6 January 1982).

In some blends the first word appears in full:

- aero + (argo)naut
- astro + (aero)naut
- book + (auto)mobile
- camp + (jamb)oree
- ex + (sub)urb
- ice + (gym)khana

In others, the last word appears in full:

- an(se) + seed
- con(densation) + trail
- gyro(scope) + pilot
- medic(al) + aid
- mini(ature) + bus

Although it does not fall neatly into any of the above classifications, the word chortle is also a blend: ch(uck)le + (sn)ort. Note that the letters in the blend are not taken from the component words in order.

**Acronyms**

Dictionaries define an acronym as a pronounceable word formed from the initial letter or letters of successive words in a phrase. In the western world, they are perhaps most frequently utilized as a way of referring to government entities, organizations of all kinds, and businesses, but the acronymic process is also used to form new common nouns.

The military and scientific communities have spawned many acronymic nouns in English. Perhaps the best-known of these is radar, from RAdio Detecting And Ranging. Only slightly less well-known is laser, from Light Amplification By Stimulated Emission of Radiation. (Maser, a close but much less well-known relative, comes from Microwave Amplification By Stimulated Emission of Radiation.)

Examples of acronyms using the initial letters only include Jet-Assisted Take-Off, Roentgen Equivalent Man, Roentgen Equivalent Physical, Reduction In Force, Anti-Submarine Detection Investigation Committee, and Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus. No one who served in the U.S. armed forces during World War II will ever forget the acronym snafu (euphemized as Situation Normal, All Fouled Up). Closely related, but now virtually forgotten, are fubar (Pouled Up Beyond All Recognition) and janfu (Joint Army-Navy Foul-Up).

Acronymic words need not be restricted to the initial letters of the phrase; to improve pronounceability, often the first two or three letters are used. Examples: GEheime STAats POLizei, SITuation COMedy, Hlgh Fidelity, SCience Fiction, AViation GASoline, NAphthene FORmula, RDReduction- ing, Wisc + Turpin F-rated, Flak, for an acronymic word instead.

Finally, an acronym often consists of vowels with consonants, such as deejay from Master of Deejaying, Junior Ch. Here, in fine the letters are written as deejay (kayo), the.

**HISP**

This and these Ways, have been seen through telephones, Texas, proximities, and many fascinating mythologies, horses, life and death, who can name them? Appendices are names, femalE
Note the component word formed in a phrase. Typically utilized organizations of initials is also used.

And many acronyms are radar, a well-known expansion of Radiation. (Joint

include jen Equivalent in Investigating Apparatus. as Situation initially forgot-

initial letters the first two "jene", SITuation GASoline.

HISPANIC FIRST NAMES
This is the title of a 1984 book compiled by Richard D. Woods and published for $35 by Greenwood Press (publisher of *Word Ways, 1968-69*). Though several books on first names have been published in the past, this is the first book I have seen devoted wholly to Hispanic given names. Drawing from telephone books, censuses, and Catholic baptismal data from Texas, California and New Mexico, the book consists of approximately 2000 main entries giving the pronunciation of the name, its English equivalent, its gender, its etymology, and diminutive and variant spellings (though some of these may be merely clerical errors). Some of the etymologies are fascinating. For example, Limona was a maiden (in Greek mythology) imprisoned for adultery and devoured by a wild horse, Sabinowas Nero's wife who tried to save her beauty by bathing in asses' milk, Diogenes believed in the simple life and lived in a tub, and Donald was a Scottish king who had nine daughters but still lived a religious life. The Appendix gives rough frequency counts for the most common names; not surprisingly, 119 names serve 73 per cent of all females and 131 names serve 81 per cent of all males.